LXIX. 0r~ the Barometer. By RICHARD WALKER, "~Sq, To Mr. Tilloch.
SIR, IN eonseqnenee of its having been intimated to me that a short rauonale, or general vtew of the various change6 in the weather, and the indications of the barometer, as connected with them, might not lze unaceeptab!e, t beg leave to transmit the following, which may be considered as an appendage to the paper " On the Application of the Baror, ieter tbr indicating the Weather, Etc." you did me the favour to insert in your last Number.
Water exists in i.he atmosphere in two different states, viz. 1st, in a state of chemical combinatb',n; that is, so completely incorporate d with the air~ as to t'orm with it one homogeneous transparent fluid ;--and, ed]y, in a state of ~zechanical combiT~ation; which is, when the minute particles of water are merely suspended in the air, forming that state of the atmosphere, which is denominated cloudy or misty.
The dense state of the air being fittest for the chern~caZ conzbinalion above menti<~ned ; clear, dry weather, generally
• ~peaking, accompanies the higher degrees of the mercury in the barometer, wlai!st~ a rare state of the air being les~ eapabl e of receiving the water into chemical combination, it is then merely suspended in a state of mechanical combinaHon, forming clouds, nnsts, &e.
Hence it follows, that~ when the mercury stands at or near VAIR, dear dry wt.ather is it~dicated generallg; and when at ¢~r near RI.IN~ .cloudy ¢)~" wet weather ; aLld whe~-t fluctuati~g mid way, changeable weather.
It occasionally happens, ho~vever, that the atmosphere is cloudy~ at~d .even wet~ whilst the barometer is as high e,s FaiR; az~d clear and dry, whil~;t the barometer stands as low as ~alN. The reason of this, in the first instance, is, that the air~ havi-,g become replete or over-loacted with water, is i neapat)le (by a** alterat,ou of temperature, viz, the ai!" and its contents having become colder) of retaining or suspending ~t m a state of chewical cornbiz+atzo+lz ; and in the latter case, which happens after rain, succeeding a continued dry state of the atmosphere, which having swept dowt, the vapour with tt it, its desce**t ; the air, though then in a rarer scat% is yet sufficient to rc~ait~ the proportion-of ~,ater, now much reduced in quantity~ in a state of chemical combination.
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The particular or more immediate indication of the weather which is coming, arises from the akcration which is taking place in the density of the atmosphere, and which the barometer exhibits by the rising or sinking state of the mercury ; the weather becomiug comparatively clearer as the atmosphere is becoming denser~ and duller as the atmosphere is becoming rarer ~.
Hence, if the barometer were as portable and as convenient for reference as a watch, we should seldom be at a loss to know, at least for short intervals, what kind of weather was comiugt.
The ordinary range of the barometer in this climate is from RAIn to FAIR ; rising however, occasionally, as high as SETTLED FAIR ; and someumes, though very rarely, as high as VERY DaY: and sinking, occasionally, as low as MUCH RAIN ; and sometimes, though very rarely, as low as STORMy.
It is scarcely necessary to observe that north and east w, inds, in consequence of passing to us from a colder cli-, mate, and over ]and, br;ng a denser, colder, and dryer atmospherc ; and south and west winds, coming to us from a warmer clhnate, and over the sea, bring a rarer, warmer, ~and damper atmosphere ; and moreover, that the capacity of air for retaining water in a state of chemical combination is increased by coming from a colder to a warmer temperature ; and dimit~ished, by coming from a warmer to a colder temperature, It must be equally apparent, that the greater or less elevation of the clouds depends upon their own degree of density, and that of the atmosphere which snpports them, With regard to the immediate causes of the direc'tion and changes of the ~ind in this climate, 1 cons,der them as involved in too much obscurity and uncertainty to say any thing satisfactorily al,out them ; and with respect to electricity, which though doubtless a powerful agent in me!eorologica] effects, I consider it rather as a matter of eurmus speculation than of practical utility.
I have therefore only to add, that by a (lue considelation of the causes euumeraicd above, contaected with the more it The difference that might be supposed to arise in the height of the barometer from the effects of different degrees of hea.t ou the atmosphere, may in observations of this nature be entirely disregarded, these eft~cts bemg very nearly equalized by the exnansion and contraction of the mercury in the barometer, from the same cause.
af As the atmosphere is almost constantly varying in its degree of den. tity ; so is the barometer, which is an acct*rate measure of its density, as con.., ~tantly varying in its altitude, and diould thereture be freqaemly re,;e~ ,e,i ~o. obvious Philosophical Magazine Series 1 1810.36:376-378.
obvious effects of the sun's varying influence in raising and dispelling vapours, we may, I think, account pretty satisfactorily tbr the various vicissitudes of weather, which mark the different seasons throughout the year ; and, by the relation of the barometer to those causes, he enabled to foresee, with a eonsiderably grea'er degree of certainty than is eommolaly supposed, the different changes of weather which are, at all times, about to take place.
I ~. I-IAuY has been reproached for his principle of specification and his definition of the species : one alleging that, according to him, muriated soda and sulphated lead are of the same species ; another, that the two indications of the species are often m contradiction, and that the same tbrm of molecule does not always accompany the same chemical composition, and vicevers& Some do not like the octa~dron for a primitive form, because, to preserve unity of tbrm in the integral molecule, it is necessary to suppose empty spaces ; others, in short, reproach hi,n with the difficuhy of finding all the directions of the cleavage (~;r the construction of the cleft), and the system alsb w~th a want of generalization ; and finally, as a dernier resource, that we must return to the system nf external characters. VV]{I it be believed that I have heard the first of these objections made by a celebrated philosopher, a professor who draws around him from all parts of the world the zealous l~vers of mineralogy, and who repeats it at least once a year in his putflic lectures ? that I have seen it printed and published in a work which passes tbr one of the best on the systems of this professor ? It is of German cJriain, and proceeds, no doubt, from the circmnstance that they have not yet learned to count even to two on their fingers ; a great misibrtune for a philosopher, hlentity of form in the integral molecut%~thisis one condition in order that two minerals Philosophical Magazine Series 1 1810.36:376-378.
